ABSTRACT The real-time sensing data in sensor networks are mostly data stream, and due to the inevitable factors such as external natural environment and man-made interference of sensors deployment, the phenomenon of data drift like slowing down or aggravation often appears when the perceived data stream propagates in the time domain, making it impossible to match the real-time data with standardized event templates in real time. Thus, it is difficult to identify the results through the existing data stream monitoring approaches before the ends of disaster events, and the accuracy is extremely low. Therefore, aiming at the deficiencies of the existing real-time identification approaches, this paper proposes a multi-stage realtime identification approach (MRIA) for data stream events with data drift feature based on dynamic time warping. First, the initial identification domain of data stream events is determined, and an anti-aliasing model based on dynamic time warping is constructed for the drift feature of the data stream, realizing the real-time similarity matching between the real-time data and event template. Second, a variable sliding window mechanism is introduced to determine the starting position of events, and an optimized matching approach for the incremental sequence is proposed to reduce the computational cost of re-matching in the process of the matching, and it obtains the identification benchmark of the similarity matching between the real-time data and the event template dynamically by dynamic threshold setting, which can improve the accuracy of matching. On this basis, an event multi-stage real-time identification approach based on identification proportion allocation is proposed, which can obtain the possibilities of events occurrence and the information of final disaster events quickly through the initial real-time identification and the final realtime identification process. The data compression optimization strategy based on the piecewise aggregate approximation approach is proposed to reduce the data scale, which further improves the identification efficiency. Furthermore, it provides an effective way for real-time identification of data stream events. The experimental results show that the approach proposed in this paper has great advantages in the efficiency and accuracy of data stream events identification.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, sensor networks [1] are more and more widely used, such as disaster monitoring [2] , cloud media stream [3] , mobile digital monitoring [4] and so on. In these The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Donghyun Kim.
applications, most of the perceptual data is infinite (continuously generated), instantaneous (once the data flows, no longer reproduced), and massive (nearly 10,000 data per second) data stream. Due to the inevitable factors such as external natural environment and man-made interference in the area where the sensors are actually deployed, the phenomenon of data drift [5] - [7] like slowing down or aggravation will often appear when the perceived data stream propagates in the time domain, so that the abnormities or disaster events that need to be monitored and identified in the data stream also carry random drift feature, which directly results in the failure of the traditional monitoring approaches. And it is also impossible to match drift feature events with standardized event templates in real time. Therefore, the existing data stream monitoring approaches, before the ends of disaster events, are difficult to identify the results, and the accuracy of the identification is extremely low. How to identify accurately the drift feature events [8] contained in data stream in real-time becomes a difficult problem in the field of research.
For example, in the mine disaster event monitoring, the monitoring and storage of real-time perceptual data is progressed by micro-seismic sensors deployed around the mine. With the increasing of mining depth and intensity, all kinds of mine disaster events [9] become more and more serious, which will cause a large number of economic losses and casualties every year. The time span of mine disaster events is very short, usually only a few seconds to dozens of seconds [10] . Therefore, the real-time identification requirement of the events is very high, and the micro-seismic perceptual data will carry the information of the signal source and the rock mass during it's propagation [11] , [12] , so the waveform structure of a same kind of disaster events often appears the phenomenon of data drift to some extent, such as slowing down or aggravation. As a result, the disaster events data sequence is stretched or compressed, and can't be directly identified. Therefore, the existing monitoring approaches of disaster events are all lag identification, and the identification accuracy is very low.
To solve these problems, this paper presents a multi-stage real-time identification approach, the MRIA, for data stream events with data drift feature based on dynamic time warping [13] , [14] . The structure of this paper is as follows: in the third chapter, a dynamic time warping anti-aliasing model is constructed to realize the real-time similarity matching between data stream and event template based on the drift feature of data stream. Secondly, based on the variable sliding window mechanism, a method to obtain the initial identification domain of events is proposed to determine the starting position of events. At the same time, an optimized matching method for incremental sequence is proposed to reduce the computational cost of re-matching in the process of matching, and it obtains the identification benchmark of the similarity matching between the real-time data and the event template dynamically by dynamic threshold setting, which can improve the accuracy of matching. On this basis in the fourth chapter, an event multi-stage realtime identification method based on identification proportion allocation is proposed, which can obtain the possibilities of events occurrence and the information of final disaster events quickly through the initial real-time identification and final real-time accurate identification process, and a data compression optimization strategy based on the piecewise aggregate approximation method is proposed to reduce the data scale of real-time matching, which further improves the identification efficiency. It provides an effective way for realtime identification of data stream events.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows: a) Aiming at the problem that drift data sequences can't match with event template directly, a dynamic time warping anti-aliasing model [15] based on the drift feature is constructed, which realizes the similarity matching [16] , [17] of the drift feature events by warping the matrix [18] between the real-time data stream and the event template. b) Since the initial position of drift feature events can't be determined by the traditional threshold jumping monitoring approaches, a variable sliding window mechanism [19] - [21] is introduced to obtain the initial identification domain of drift feature events based on the similarity matching anti-aliasing model. c) on this basis, an optimized matching approach for incremental sequence is proposed to reduce the computational cost of re-matching in the process of the matching, which sets adaptive dynamic threshold for the matching. And it can dynamically acquire the identification benchmark of the similarity matching and also improve the accuracy of it. d) in order to solve the problem of delayed identification, an event multi-stage real-time identification approach based on identification proportion allocation is proposed, which can obtain the possibilities of events occurrence and the information of final disaster events quickly. And the data compression optimization strategy based on the piecewise aggregate approximation approach [22] is put forward to reduce the scale of the data joining in real-time matching and improve the identification efficiency.
II. RELATED WORK
At present, many scholars have researched real-time identification approaches for data stream events deeply, and have obtained certain research results. The existing approaches for real-time identification of data stream events are mainly focused on threshold identification and template identification. For threshold identification, paper [10] proposes, a Timedomain Analysis Method (TAM) for mine disaster events is proposed. The approach sets a fixed size time window, in which the threshold jump identification of data stream events is carried out, and by changing the size of the time window, this approach can reach a relative high identification efficiency. However, the drift data can't be identified by this approach, so that its identification accuracy is low. Paper [23] puts forward a drift data filtering approach which changes parameters adaptively according to perceptual signals. This approach can filter some redundant frequencies of powerline interference [24] and baseline drift [25] - [27] in perceptual signals to eliminate the influence of it. However, the VOLUME 7, 2019 adaptive identification approach can't work well when the drift feature of the flow data is decaying, and the identification accuracy is low. Paper [28] proposes a general framework for detecting unsafe states of a system. By learning whether or not the state parameters of the system exceed the threshold (the collapse point) of danger level at a certain time, the approach can identify the danger level of the system state and warn the user of dangerous situation in advance, so as to take measures to avoid the collapse point. However, the input data stream which this approach uses for monitoring contains only a limited number of data points (basic realtime system parameters) captured by several sensors in the system, the scale of data that this approach can handle is very limited. Identifying data stream events sequences with infinite number of data points and drift feature requires a large number of complex calculations, so that this approach can't achieve an effective identification effect. Paper [29] presents a data mining approach to address the resource allocation problem, which can find the frequent patterns from the event log, and then annotate and chose an optimal resource allocation rule by using a correlation measure named lift. This approach can effectively identify simple data stream events, and can achieve high identification accuracy. However, for complex data stream events with large time span and drift feature, it can't be identified by this approach. Moreover, the input data stream required by this approach must contain the complete event records in the event log, so the approach is actually a delayed identification approach with low real-time performance.
For template identification, in paper [30] , the change of data stream in air volume monitoring is divided into two types: fluctuation and drift. linearizing the function of blow rate through Taylor series expansion, the mathematical model of wave and drift tracing analysis is constructed, and then the drift feature of air volume and windage fluctuation are obtained. This approach can identify the hidden trouble events of ventilation effectively, but it needs complete event information, so that its real-time performance is relatively poor. Paper [31] proposes an audio stream keyword detection approach based on the DTW, which solves the problem of keyword event approximate query based on template by local matching approach of audio data stream boundary. However, this approach also needs complete data stream and time information, and its real-time performance is poor. Paper [32] proposes a multi-level early warning method (MEWM) of coal mine power disaster. This approach raises early warning level gradually with the result of the matching of 1/N size of the template as the warning threshold, and its real-time performance is high. However, when the time span of disaster events enlarges, the identification efficiency will be significantly down. Paper [33] proposes a novel window operator, pattern-based window, for data stream processing, which can extract user-specified complex events from data streams and achieve high identification accuracy under the framework of Continuous Query Language (CQL), which integrates the current data stream processing and event stream processing.
However, the premise of this approach is that it also needs to obtain complete event information, so that the real-time can't be guaranteed. Moreover, the model can only identify the events with specified pattern, but can't identify the drift feature events. Paper [34] proposes the Fast-Match (FM), a fast algorithm for approximate template matching under 2D affine transformations, which can be used to sample by using a density that depends on the smoothness of the image, and capture the similarity between target image and template with only a small number of pixels be examined randomly. The algorithm is mainly used in the field of image recognition, migrating it to data stream processing, the fast matching of disaster events can also be realized, but the accurate location of disaster events can't be got, and random inspection will also reduce the accuracy of recognition and make the matching greatly affected by noise. And this algorithm only matches the realtime data within the window with the template sequence by a simple way, so it can only identify specific events with specific length, but it is impossible to identify disaster events with drift feature. Paper [35] proposes an Ant Colony Stream Clustering (ACSC) to cluster dynamic data streams. It is a density-based clustering algorithm which uses a tumbling window model to read streams, and artificial ants realize fast recognition and clustering of data streams based on local density and local similarity probability. However, this method can only identify whether there is a certain event contained in the window but can't get the accurate location of it, and it also does not consider the drift feature of events.
Aiming at the deficiencies of the existing real-time identification approaches for data stream events, this paper comprehensively considers the drift feature of events, the accuracy and efficiency of event identification, proposes the MRIA based on dynamic time warping.
III. EVENT FIRST ARRIVAL SIMILARITY MATCHING BASED ON DTW
Data stream is infinite and instantaneous. In order to identify events in real time, we must first obtain the start position of events hidden in the data stream that arrive instantaneously. If the start position is not accurate, it will directly affect the subsequent similarity matching, resulting in identification failure. On the other hand, the traditional time series matching approach can't get the correct result because of the data drift phenomenon of data stream events. Therefore, this paper takes advantage of the dynamic time warping approach to construct the dynamic time warping anti-aliasing model based on the drift feature, and realizes the similarity matching of the drift feature events by warping the matrix between the real-time data stream and the disaster event template. And this paper proposes the variable sliding window mechanism to obtain the initial identification domain of the event in real time, and the optimization matching approach of incremental sequence and the dynamic threshold setting approach of similarity matching are proposed to improve the matching efficiency and accuracy, providing support for real-time identification of data stream events. 
A. ANTI-ALIASING SIMILARITY MATCHING
Data stream events is not just one or a few anomaly perceptual data points, but a time series satisfying threshold range in time domain. The definition of data stream event is shown as Definition 1.
Definition 1 (Data Stream Event):
A collection of consecutive abnormal data, initiated by the first outlier in a time series beyond the threshold range, and lasting for a period of time. And it can be expressed as
, where d i represents an outlier data point in an event, ϕ is a given threshold range.
When comparing two data stream events (matching the similarity of two time series), the approach that calculating Euclidean distance is usually adopted. But data drift often occurs in the propagation process of data stream, as a result, the length of time series of real-time data stream events and event template may be not equal, so that it is impossible to match them directly. 
1) EVENT DRIFT FEATURE
= ξ holds, the function f (x) is called the eigenfunction of event drift, and event E 2 is called drift feature event of event E 1 .
From Definition 2, we can see that the feature of event drift describes the similarity between two time series, and when the drift phenomenon occurs in data stream, the hidden events will also change. For example, the data stream in mine disaster monitoring is affected by rock mass structure, energy loss and other factors in the process of propagation, so that the same kind of disaster event waveform structure will, to a certain extent, appear the phenomenon of data drift, such as slowing down or exacerbating. The result is that the sequence of perceptual disaster events is stretched or compressed in time domain. Figure 1 shows the drift feature of data stream events in mine monitoring system.
As is shown in Figure 1 , sequence a is a typical disaster event (event template) in mine monitoring system, sequence b is a disaster event in which data drift occurs, and the two sequences have similar structural characteristics. But the sequence b is obviously compressed in the time domain and amplitude. Both of the time domain and amplitude domain of data stream events will change after the data drift in the process of propagation. Therefore, this paper introduces dynamic time warping approach to construct anti-aliasing model to compare the similarity of two sequences.
2) DYNAMIC TIME WARPING
The process of dynamic time warping similarity matching needs to find a regular path in the distance matrix with the least price based on the warping rule,
, where P is the warping price and W k is the k-th point of the regular path. Figure 2 is a schematic diagram of the dynamic time warping approach.
As is shown in Figure 2 , the two solid lines above and below represent two time series, while the two end points of each dotted line represent a pair of similar points of the sequences, ensuring that the cumulative distance of all of the pairs of similar points is minimized in the whole process of the matching. And the cumulative distance is just the regular price, which the similarity between the two sequences is measured by. And the smaller the regular price is, means the higher the similarity of the sequences is.
Assume that the sequence of event template of data stream is γ (γ 1 , γ 2 , . . . , γ n ), data sequence remained to be tested is β(β 1 , β 2 , . . . , β m ), and their lengths are n and m respectively. By using the dynamic time warping approach to construct an anti-aliasing model to compare the similarity between γ and β, a matrix grid of n × m is required to align the two sequences, where each element (i, j) denotes the alignment of the two points γ i and β j , and the value of each element (i, j) is the Euclidean distance between γ i and β j (written d(γ i , β j )), which can be used to measure the similarity between the two points chosen from the two sequences respectively, and the smaller the value is, the higher the similarity is. Figure 3 is a dynamic time warping diagram of γ and β.
As is shown in Figure 3 , when the two sequences match with each other, the similar points are aligned, then a path through the lattice points in the grid is formed in the grid, which is the regular path formed during the dynamic time warping of the two sequences. The coordinates of each lattice point through which the path passing is the order number of the similar points in the two sequences respectively. For example, if the regular path passes through the lattice point (i, j), it illustrates that the two points γ i and β j are a pair of similar points in this matching, and the cumulative sum of the values (the Euclidean distance) of all the lattice point in the regular path is the price of the regular path (the regular price, and it is not marked in Figure 3 ). Since the matching process must start from the respective first point of the two sequences until all points are matched, the regular path is certain to start from the first lattice point (1, 1) and end up with the last lattice point (n, m). Then the similarity of the two sequences is measured by the value of the regular price, and if the regular price meets the threshold requirement, the matching is judged to be successful; otherwise, the matching fails.
B. ACQUIRING EVENT INITIAL IDENTIFICATION DOMAIN BY VARIABLE SLIDING WINDOW
The drift feature of data stream events is random, and the existing threshold jump identification approaches can't get the moment event occurred T and time span of event TS in advance. Moreover, a single or a few abnormal data points can't be used as the identification criteria for event occurrence. Therefore, the initial location of the data stream events should be an interval range, which is called the initial identification domain. As can be seen from Section 3.1, the anti-aliasing model can perform similarity matching for drift feature events, but the identification would lag behind for it also needs to obtain complete event information advanced. In order to solve this problem, a variable sliding window mechanism is proposed to obtain the initial identification domain of event, a dynamically changing window is set in the real-time data stream sequence. The initial identification domain of the event is obtained by the window sliding gradually in the time domain.
1) VARIABLE SLIDING WINDOW MECHANISM
It can be known from Definition 1 that the initial identification domain of event is related to its time span TS. Therefore, it is necessary to initialize first, determine the time span range TS∈[minTS, maxTS] of the events, and give a first-order event identification degree f_maxR according to actual demand. And when the initial identification domain matching of a disaster event is successful, and the matching ratio MR is not greater than f_maxR (MR is the ratio of the event template fragment that matches successfully with the real-time data to the whole event template at a certain moment during the matching.), the pre-identifying result will be released immediately. For example, in mine disaster event monitoring, TS = [0. 5, 30] is usually set, that is, minTS = 0.5 seconds, maxTS = 30 seconds, and f_maxR is usually within 10%∼15%. Then the initial identification domain determination is performed by the variable sliding window mechanism.
Let Q ur lr be a fragment intercepted from the event template Q, lr and ur are the lower limit ratio and upper limit ratio of the fragment respectively, and it should satisfy the inequality 0 ≤ lr ≤ ur ≤ 1, as is shown in Figure 4 .
Set the window size to t = t 1 , make the real-time data D 1 contained in the window match with the initial fragment Q MR 0 of event template, the initial value of the matching ratio MR is R 0 ; the determination process of t 1 and R 0 is as follows:
Since the identification degree of initial identification domain is f_maxR, the ratio of the size of the sliding window to the actual time span of event must not be greater than f_maxR, therefore, t 1 / TS ≤ f_maxR, and the worst case TS = minTS, satisfying t 1 ≤ f_maxR * minTS, so take t 1 = f_maxR * minTS; At this time, the ratio of D 1 to the whole event is R = t 1 / TS(suppose D 1 is part of an event), because for the first match, D 1 need to match with Q R 0 0 , R 0 ≤ R = (f_maxR * minTS) / TS should be satisfied, and in the worst case TS = maxTS, R 0 ≤ (f_maxR * minTS) / maxTS is satisfied, so R 0 = (f_maxR * minTS) / maxTS is taken.
Make D 1 match with Q MR 0 , if the matching fails, gradually increase MR = MR + R, where R is a smaller value, and it usually take R = R 0 or R = R 0 / 2; The process is terminated until MR is increased to MR ≥ f_maxR and the matching is still unsuccessful. After the process ending, the result of the matching at this stage can be judged according to the value of the MR, and the subsequent matching process is determined according to the result; if a matching is successful, release the event pre-identifying result and trigger the next step of identification. Figure 5 is a schematic diagram of the change in the window's position and the value of MR during this process.
As is shown in Figure 5 , if MR > f_maxR (the matching has never been successful), it means that D 1 is not part of an event sequence. Therefore, reset MR = R 0 , and make the window slid over a fixed small distance t, then repeat this process; if MR < f_maxR, it means that the initial identification domain of an event has been acquired, and the pre-identification result has triggered, so proceed to the next step of the identification process. The algorithm pseudocode is shown in Algorithm 1.
2) EXAMPLE
Assuming that the template event sequence is γ (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , . . . , x n ), the real-time data sequence remained to be matched is β(a, b, c, . . . ), and the similarity matching threshold is ε = 25. And in the process of determining event initial identification domain, the perceptual window size is t 1 and it contains six data points, and in the first matching the Q R 0 0 corresponds to the first five data points in γ , and the distance between each point in γ R0 = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x 5 ) and β = (a, b, c, d, e, f ) is given in the form of a matrix. Figure 6 is a distance matrix of these two data sequences.
As is shown in Figure 6 , the value of the elements (i, j) of the i-th row j-th column is the Euclidean distance between Slide the window with a distance of t forward and go on to acquire initial identification domain of events; 10. Trigger the next step; the i-th data point in the β and the j-th data point in the template γ . Match the similarity of the two sequences by the dynamic time warping model. Figure 7 is a schematic diagram of the regular path formed by the dynamic time warping in the distance matrix.
As is shown in Figure 7 , from the starting point of sequence β and γ R0 , when it matches to the last data point of the two sequences aligned, the regular price is DTW (γ R0 , β) = 27 > 0, that means the similarity does not meet the threshold requirement; Then let MR = MR + R (assume that R = R 0 ) and continue to match, and the second template fragment sequence matches to β is listed as γ MR = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x 10 ), if DTW(γ MR , β) < 25, the matching is successful; Otherwise, MR continues to increase, if DTW(γ MR , β) is always greater than 25 even through MR ≥ f_maxR, then the window is restored to t 1 and then continues to iterate.
C. OPTIMIZATION OF SIMILARITY MATCHING FOR DRIFT FEATURE EVENTS
As can be seen from Section 3.2, in the process of acquiring the initial identification domain of data stream events, every time the data sequence in the window is matched with the corresponding part of the event template, with the MR increasing gradually, it will result in a large number of data duplication matching and reduce the identification efficiency. At the same time, due to the randomness of the drift feature of data stream VOLUME 7, 2019 events, when the difference between real-time data stream and event template is large, it's possible that the calculated regular price p exceeds the empirical threshold ε, and the two original similar sequences are judged as matching failure, reducing the identification accuracy. In order to solve these problems, this paper proposes optimized approach of similarity matching for drift feature events, improving the matching efficiency and accuracy through the optimized matching approach for incremental sequence and the dynamic threshold setting approach.
1) OPTIMIZED MATCHING FOR INCREMENTAL SEQUENCE
In the process of obtaining the initial identification domain of events, the window's size and position unchanged, the real-time data contained in the window will match similarity with the template sequence segment Q MR 0 , if the matching is unsuccessful, the matching ratio MR is gradually increased until the matching is successful or MR Exceeds f_maxR. In this process, each Q MR 0 is an incremental sequence of its previous Q MR 0 , and the similarity matching is performed with the same real-time sequence and the incremental sequence, which inevitably involves a large number of repeated calculation processes compared to the previous one. Therefore, this paper proposes an Optimized matching approach for incremental sequences to minimize the duplication of computation in the matching process and improve the real-time performance of the algorithm for acquiring the initial identification domain.
Assuming that in the process of obtaining the initial identification domain of events, the data in the window need to match with Q MR 0 for n(n > 0) times totally, and the event template fragment which participates in the k-th matching is marked as Q MR k 0 (0 < k ≤ n), and the corresponding regular path is marked as Path k . According to the dynamic time warping anti-aliasing model, the part of Path k+1 from the first grid point to a particular grid point P will must overlap with the corresponding part of Path k , where P is the grid point which the moment when it matches to the last real-time data point within the sliding window for the first time during the last time of matching corresponds to, it can be also recognized as the first point on the far right of the distance matrix which the regular path extends to from its starting point. As is shown in Figure 7 , the matching ratio MR increases a size of R after the first matching failure and assuming that R correspond to only one data point, then the new regular path is shown as Figure 8 .
As is shown in Figure 8 , the part of the regular path this time from the first grid point O to P and the corresponding part in Figure 7 is completely coincident. And the new path from P to its next grid point has only three possible extension directions as is marked in the diagram. Therefore, in each matching process in the stage of acquiring event initial identification domain, when the regular path extends to the far right of the distance matrix for the first time, the point can be marked as P, save the coordinates of P and the price p at that moment. The next matching only needs to start from P and the matching price continues to increase on the basis of p. In this way, the computational complexity of repeated matching is greatly reduced and the matching efficiency is improved.
2) DYNAMIC THRESHOLD SETTING FOR ADAPTIVE SIMILARITY MATCHING
From section 3.1, we can see that the dynamic time warping approach can realize the non-equidistant matching of two sequence of events, and measure their similarity by its regular price p. If p is within the threshold range of ε, the matching is successful, otherwise it fails. Existing identification applications, such as speech information recognition [36] , note recognition [37] , and so on, where the drift phenomenon is relatively small, usually use a fixed empirical threshold; However, due to the randomness of drift feature of data stream, when real-time data stream events and event template differ greatly in lengths (the amount of sensing data points contained in an event), The similarity matching accuracy of dynamic time warping approach will fluctuate greatly. For example, in mine disaster event monitoring, the time span range of the disaster event is usually TS = [0.5s, 30s], in the worst case, The maximum of length difference between disaster event template and real-time event may be 30 / 0.5 = 60 times. The adoption of fixed empirical threshold value may cause the regular price p to exceed the threshold value ε because of 60 times sequence difference, which leads to matching failure. Even if the initial matching is within the range of the threshold ε, as the Q MR 0 gradually increases in the process of acquiring event initial identification domain, the matching result will eventually be incorrect. In order to solve this problem, a dynamic threshold setting approach for similarity matching is proposed in this paper. Let the length of event template and real-time stream data sequence remained to be matched be m and n respectively, and if m ≥ 2n or n ≥ 2m, called the difference between the two sequences is relative great.
In the process of event identification, the event template can describe the overall trend of a certain type of event, but because the event template is constructed by extracting the feature rule of the massive historical events, in order to cover the most events to the maximum extent, Usually the error analysis is carried out in the process of template construction and the confidence interval [38] of the event template is obtained. Figure 9 shows an event template confidence interval diagram.
As is shown in Figure 9 , a confidence interval with a distance of θ is constructed by error analysis. In the process of identification, the data stream within the confidence interval are all dangerous data for possible event. Based on the confidence interval θ , when the real-time sequence matches with the event template, a matching threshold factor ε 0 = θ is set for each grid point throughed by the regular path.
Assuming that N grid points are included in the regular path totally, then N must be no less than max{m, n}. Let N = max{m, n}, in the actual matching process, take the threshold value ε = N * ε 0 (ε = max{m, n} * θ ). In this way, in each matching process, the value of threshold ε will change dynamically with the length of the two sequences that actually participating in the matching, and the matching accuracy will be improved.
IV. DATA STREAM EVENT MULTI-STAGE REAL-TIME IDENTIFICATION
Different from the existing approaches with lag identification of data stream events, this paper estimates the development trend of data stream events by an identification proportion allocation tactic, and realizes multi-stage real-time identification according to the similarity matching degree between real-time data sequence and event template, and the piecewise aggregate approximation approach is used to optimize the data compression. Meanwhile, as defined by Definition 2, there is a eigenfunction f (x) between drift feature event and the event template such that the equation
= ξ holds, and therefore, based on the similar matching result of the Chapter 3, in the process of multi-stage real-time identification, the difference between the real-time drift event and the event template can be reduced by f (x) to further improve the identification efficiency.
A. COMPRESSION OPTIMIZATION OF MASIVE DATA STREAM
The real-time data stream is usually sensed by the corresponding sensors, with the increasing of the number and the frequency of sensors, some high-frequency monitoring sensors can sense tens of thousands of data per second, which directly affects the real-time performance of the data stream events identification algorithm. Therefore, in this paper, the piecewise aggregate approximation approach [22] is used to extract the features of real-time data stream, so as to compress data and reduce the computational complexity. The data compressed by piecewise aggregate approximation approach can be applied to time series similar query, and the original time series can be reduced from high-dimensional space to low-dimensional space, and the filtering of highdimensional spatial data can be realized by calculating the distance in low-dimensional space. As a result, the calculation efficiency is improved. Figure 10 is a piecewise aggregate approximation optimization diagram.
As is shown in Figure 10 , given a time series with length of 20, T = <t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t 20 >, the sequence T can be divided into five sequence fragments of equal length, each of which contains four elements, and the average values of the elements contained in each fragment can be calculated as the eigenvalues of the fragment sequence. Then each fragment eigenvalue reconstructs a new sequence with length of 5, T = <t 1 , t 2 , t 3 , t 4 , t 5 >, in which the value of each element t i is equal to the average value of all the elements contained in the i-th block in the original sequence. 
B. EVENT IDENTIFICATION BASED ON IDENTIFICATION PROPORTION ALLOCATION
This paper estimates the development trend of data stream events by an identification proportion allocation tactic, and realizes multi-stage real-time identification according to the similarity matching degree between real-time data sequence and event template, and realizes the initial real-time fast identification and final real-time accurate identification of data stream events.
1) INITIAL REAL-TIME FAST IDENTIFICATION
As can be seen from Section 3.2, the initial identification domain of the event is a small number of perceptual data points at the beginning of a possible disaster event. If the initial identification domain has been obtained successfully, it shows that the subsequent perceptual data point sequence may be a disaster event, and the pre-identifying result is issued to trigger the initial real-time identification process. In the initial real-time identification stage, the second-order identification ratio is assigned to the event, the result of identification is triggered immediately when the matching degree reaches the identification ratio. So that the result of event identification can be given in advance and the accuracy of identification is guaranteed as far as possible. Therefore, the initial real-time fast identification can realize the early warning operation of disaster events.
For example, in mine monitoring, the time span of a disaster event can usually be as long as 10 seconds to dozens of seconds, with a second-order identification ratio of 55% to 65%, and then before a disaster event causing a great deal of damage, the disaster early warning information can be obtained a few seconds ahead of time, which greatly improves the safety of people under the mine and avoids the loss. The initial real-time fast identification algorithm can be described as follows:
Assume the second-order identification ratio of the initial real-time identification stage is s_maxR, and the realtime data D 1 within the window (its size is t 1 ) in the preidentification stage has matched successfully with Q MR 0 , and MR ≤ f_maxR, therefore, in order to make the matching ratio reaches s_maxR, it only needs to make Q s_maxR MR match with the corresponding real-time data stream in the initial realtime identification stage. Firstly, slide the window position forward over a distance of t 1 (slide over the original position of the window), and set the window size t = t 2 ; Since the real-time data stream in the next window corresponds to Q s_maxR MR , the relationship t 1 /(t 1 + t 2 ) = MR / s_maxR must be satisfied, from which t 2 = (s_maxR -MR) * t 1 / MR can be got; Thereafter, make the new real-time data D 2 in the window match similarity with Q s_maxR MR , and Figure 11 is a schematic diagram of window change process in the initial real-time identification stage.
As is shown in Figure 11 : if this matching fails, it means the part of real-time data identified during the pre-identifying process (the initial identification domain has acquired) is not really the initial part of an event, so cancel the preidentification result, reset the matching ratio MR = R 0 , and reset the window size t = t 1 , and continue to execute the process of acquiring initial identification domain of events iteratively; If this matching is successful, the initial real-time identification results will be released immediately, and the final real-time accurate identification process of the event will be triggered. The pseudocode of the initial real-time fast identification algorithm is shown as algorithm 2.
2) FINAL REAL-TIME ACCURATE IDENTIFICATION
As can be seen from Section 4.2.1, the second-order identification ratio in the initial real-time identification stage has reached s_maxR, so that the initial real-time identification , D 2 ) < ε) { // the matching succeeds 5.
Release the initial real-time identification result; 6.
Trigger the final real-time accurate identification process; } else{ // the matching doesn't succeed 7.
Cancel the released pre-identifying result; 8.
Reset the window size t = t 1 ; 9.
Reset MR = R 0 ; 10.
Go back to execute the process of acquiring initial identification domain of events iteratively; } result has been released, then the final real-time accurate identification process of the event is triggered. The final realtime identification can obtain all the event information, and the accuracy of identification is the highest. According to the matching results of all kinds of event templates, the type of event can be determined. Therefore, the final real-time accurate identification can realize the classification operation of events.
For example, in mine monitoring, the rescue approaches corresponding to different types of disasters are different. Therefore, the most important task after the occurrence of disaster events is to carry out rescue work and disaster analysis work. The types and characteristics of disaster events can be quickly determined by the final real-time accurate identification of events, which can provide support for carrying out rescue work and updating the database of disaster events by feedback. The final real-time accurate identification algorithm is described as follows:
The final real-time identification ratio is usually allocated to 100%. Since the current identification ratio has reached s_maxR, it only needs to make the last part of the event template Q 1 s_maxR match with the corresponding real-time data stream sequence in the final real-time identification stage. Firstly, slide the window position forward over a distance of t 2 , and set the window size t = t 3 ; Since the data stream in the window needs to correspond to Q 1 s_maxR , the relationship t 1 /t 3 = MR / (1-s_maxR) must be satisfied, and thus t 3 = (1-s_maxR) * t 1 / MR; Thereafter, make the new real-time data D 3 in the window match with Q 1 s_maxR , and Figure 12 is a schematic diagram of window change process of the final real-time identification stage. As is shown in Figure 12 , if this matching fails, the realtime data sequences identified during the pre-identifying stage and the initial real-time identification stage are not really parts of an event sequence, so cancel the released preidentifying result and initial real-time identification result, reset matching ratio MR = R 0 , reset window size t = t 1 , and continue to execute the process of acquiring initial identification domain of events iteratively; If this matching is successful, it means that a complete real-time event has been identified, and the final real-time identification result will be released immediately, and then slide the window position over a distance of t 3 , reset the matching ratio MR = R 0 , reset the window size t = t 1 , and continue to identify the next event, go on to execute the process of acquiring the initial identification domain of events iteratively. The pseudocode of the final real-time accurate identification algorithm is shown as algorithm 3.
V. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS
The configuration parameters of the experimental environment are shown in Table 1 . Release the final real-time identification result; 6.
Slide the window forward with a distance of t 3 ; } else //the second stage matching doesn't succeed 7.
Cancel the released identification results; 8. Reset the window size t = t 1 ; 9. Reset MR = R 0 ; 10. Go back to execute the process of acquiring initial identification domain of events iteratively;
The experimental datasets is taken from the conventional microseismic sensing data (the original dataset does not contain disaster event signals, but may contain random noise) of Jixian Coal Mine, which is collected and stored by a high-frequency microseismic sensor with three data channels, which share the same timestamp and collect the different components of vibration signal in three different directions respectively: east-west, north-south and vertical. The sampling frequency of each channel is 10000 data points/s. The vertical component data are used in the experiments, and the validity of the approach is verified by studying the influence of the increment of matching ratio ( R), and the sliding distance of the variable sliding window ( t) on the identification efficiency and accuracy of it. The comparison algorithms are the TAM [10] , the MEWM [32] , the FM [34] and the ACSC [35] .
Considering that the original data may contain some random noise, this paper first carries on the noise reduction filtering processing to the original dataset, and uses each of the algorithms (the MRIA of this paper and the comparison algorithms) to continuously monitor and verify the dataset after it. In an ideal state, the misjudgment frequency (refers to the number of times that the noise signal misjudged as the target disaster event signal and the identification result issued. Because the original dataset does not contain any disaster event signal, the identification results published in this process must be misjudged results) of each algorithm after noise reduction should be as it as that shown in Table 2 , the misjudgment frequency of each algorithm is zero.
If the verification results are inconsistent with Table 2 , the dataset validation fails, so the noise reduction and verification process need to be repeated until the verification results are consistent with Table 2 . In this way, the influence of uncontrollable random noise in the original dataset on the experimental results is eliminated, and the final dataset is called standardized dataset. In this paper, there are three original datasets taken in the experiments, numbered a, b and c, their length is 50s, 100s and 150s respectively, and their corresponding standardized datasets are numbered a1, b1 and c1.
A. THE EFFECTS OF DIFFERENT MATCHING RATIO INCREMENT R
The influence of different R on the performance of the MRIA is analyzed in the experiments. The datasets used in this group of experiments are the original datasets {a, b, c}, and 20 repeated experiments are carried out for each dataset with each value of R, and then the average value of the experimental results is taken. Let TS = 5s, t = 10ms in the experiments. And in each experiment, a same complete disaster event sequence was inserted into a random location (time stamp) in each segment of 25s data of the datasets (means there will be 2, 4, 6 event sequences inserted in dataset a, b and c respectively in each experiment).
• The Influence of R on the Identification Accuracy Figure 13 is a schematic diagram of the effect of different R on the identification accuracy of the MRIA, in which the horizonal coordinate is the value of the parameter R, the vertical coordinate is the identification accuracy rate, and the identification accuracy rate is the ratio of the number of times that events be identified accurately to the number of times that it should be identified in the ideal state (each events in the experimental dataset is accurately identified).
As is shown in Figure 13 , the identification accuracy of the MRIA proposed in this paper decreases with the increasing of R in the process of acquiring initial identification domain events.
• The Influence of R on the Identification Efficiency Figure 14 is a schematic diagram of the effect of different R on the identification efficiency of the MRIA, in which the horizonal coordinate is the value of R, the vertical coordinate is the identification efficiency, and the identification efficiency is measured by the time interval (marked as ''trigger_time'') between the moment of releasing the preidentifying result and the time of the actual occurrence of 89198 VOLUME 7, 2019 the event identified. The longer the trigger_time is, the lower the identification efficiency. For each value of R, the trigger_time of each event identified successfully is recorded and the average trigger_time is calculated and taken.
As is shown in Figure 14 , the trigger_time of the MRIA decreases with the increasing of the value of R, means the identification efficiency increases gradually.
Based on the analysis of Figure 13 and 14, when 0.5% R 1%, the MRIA proposed in this paper can guarantee both high identification accuracy and high identification efficiency relatively.
B. THE EFFECTS OF DIFFERENT SLIDING DISTANCE t OF THE VARIABLE SLIDING WINDOW
The influence of different t on the performance of the MRIA is analyzed in the experiments. The datasets used in this group of experiments are the original datasets {a, b, c}, and 20 repeated experiments are carried out for each dataset with each value of t, and then the average value of the experimental results is taken. Let TS = 5s, R = 1% in the experiments. The processing of the datasets in the experiment is the same as it of the experimental process in Section 5.1 (in each experiment, a same complete disaster event sequence was inserted into a random location in each segment of 25s data of the datasets).
• The Influence of t on the Identification Accuracy Figure 15 is a schematic diagram of the effect of different t on the identification accuracy of the MRIA, in which the horizonal coordinate is the value of t, the vertical coordinate is the identification accuracy rate.
As is shown in Figure 15 , the identification accuracy of the MRIA decreases gradually with the increasing of t.
• The Influence of t on the Identification Efficiency Figure 16 is a schematic diagram of the effect of different t on the identification efficiency of the MRIA, in which the horizonal coordinate is the value of t, the vertical coordinate is the trigger_time.
As is shown in Figure 16 , with the increasing of t, the identification efficiency of the MRIA increases gradually.
Based on the analysis of Figure 15 and 16, when 5ms t 10ms, the MRIA can guarantee both high identification accuracy and high identification efficiency relatively. 
C. IDENTIFICATION PERFORMANCE OF DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS
The performance of the MRIA is compared with that of the comparison algorithms with different values of R and t. And the parameters t and t relative to the sliding window in the MERM correspond to R and t in the MRIA, respectively, in the experiments. The datasets used in this group of experiments are all the original datasets and the standardized {a, b, c, a1, b1, c1}, and 20 repeated experiments are carried out for each dataset through different algorithms with each value of t and R, and then the average value of the experimental results is taken. The processing of the datasets in the experiments is the same as it of the experimental process in Section 5.1, and the location of the events inserted into the standardized datasets is consistent with that in the corresponding original datasets.
1) PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS WITH THE CHANGE OF R OF THE MRIA
The performance of different algorithms with different R is compared and analyzed in the experiments. Let TS = 5s, t = 10ms in the experiments, for the MEWM, t = R * TS = 5 R, t = t = 10ms.
• Comparison of Identification Error Rate of Different Algorithms Figure 17 shows a comparison of the identification accuracy of different algorithms when R changes, in which the horizonal coordinate is the value of R, the vertical coordinate is the identification error rate (the sum of error rate and identification accuracy is 1). Figure 17(a) is the experimental results in the original datasets, and Figure 17(b) is the experimental results in the standardized datasets.
As is shown in Figure 17 , with the increasing of R, the error rate of the MRIA and the MEWM increase gradually, but under the same values of R, whether in the original datasets or in the standardized datasets, the error rate of the MRIA is always lower than that of the other algorithms.
• Comparison of Identification Efficiency of Different Algorithms Figure 18 is a comparison diagram of the identification efficiency of different algorithms when R changes, in which the horizonal coordinate is the value of R, the vertical 89200 VOLUME 7, 2019 coordinate is the trigger_time. Figure 18(a) is the experimental results in the original datasets, and the Figure 18(b) is the experimental results in the standardized datasets.
As is shown in Figure 18 , with the increasing of R, the identification efficiency of the MRIA and the MEWM increase gradually, but under the same values of R, whether in the original datasets or in the standardized datasets, the identification efficiency of the MRIA is always higher than that of the other algorithms.
2) PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS WITH THE CHANGE OF t OF THE MRIA
The performance of different algorithms with different t is compared and analyzed in the experiments. Let TS = 5s, R = 1% in the experiments, while for MEWM, t = R * TS = 50ms, t = t.
• Comparison of Identification Error Rate of Different Algorithms Figure 19 shows a comparison of the identification accuracy of different algorithms when t changes, in which the horizonal coordinate is the value of t, the vertical coordinate is the identification error rate. Figure 19(a) is the experimental results in the original datasets, and the Figure 19(b) is the experimental results in the standardized datasets.
As is shown in Figure 19 , with the increasing of t, the error rate of the MRIA and the MEWM increase gradually, but under the same values of t, whether in the original datasets or in the standardized datasets, the error rate of the MRIA is always lower than that of the other algorithms.
• Comparison of Identification Efficiency of Different Algorithms Figure 20 is a comparison diagram of the identification efficiency of different algorithms when t changes, in which the horizonal coordinate is the value of t, the vertical coordinate is the trigger_time. Figure 20(a) is the experimental results in the original datasets, and the Figure 20(b) is the experimental results in the standardized datasets.
As is shown in Figure 20 , with the increasing of t, the identification efficiency of the MRIA and the MEWM increase gradually, but under the same values of t, whether in the original datasets or in the standardized datasets, the identification efficiency of the MRIA is always higher than that of the other algorithms. 
D. SIMULATION COMPARISON IDENTIFICATION PERFORMANCE OF DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS
The performance of the MRIA is compared with that of the comparison algorithms in the experiments, which simulate the real situation. The datasets used in this group of experiments are all the original datasets and the standardized {a, b, c, a1, b1, c1}, and the lengths (the range of values of TS) of the disaster event data sequences used in the experiments is  {0.5ms, 1ms, 2ms, 4ms, 8ms, 12ms, 16ms} . Let R = 0.5%, t = 10ms in the experiments, for MEWM, t = R * TS = 25ms, t = t = 10ms. For each disaster event, repeat experiments similar to the previous groups of experiments were performed, and then the average value of the experimental results is taken.
• Comparison of Identification Accuracy of Different Algorithms Figure 21 shows a comparison of the identification accuracy of different algorithms, in which the horizonal coordinate is the value of TS, the vertical coordinate is the identification accuracy rate. Figure 21(a) is the experimental As is shown in Figure 21 , The identification accuracy of the TAM and the FM is greatly affected by the value of TS, and when TS exceeds 12s, the identification accuracy rate of the TAM is reduced to 0, which means it impossible to identify the disaster events in that case. However, whether in the original datasets or in the standardized datasets, the accuracy rate of the MRIA is less affected by TS, and its accuracy is always maintained at a relatively high level, and is always higher than the other algorithms.
• Comparison of Identification Efficiency of Different Algorithms Figure 22 is a comparison diagram of the identification efficiency of different algorithms, in which the horizonal coordinate is the value of TS, the vertical coordinate is the trigger_time. Figure 22(a) is the experimental results in the original datasets, and the Figure 22(b) is the experimental results in the standardized datasets.
As is shown in Figure 22 , When the value of TS is less than 2s, the identification efficiency of MRIA is slightly lower than that of the MEWM and the ACSC. However, when the length of disaster event sequence is more than 2s, with the increasing of TS, and whether in the original datasets or in the standardized datasets, the trigger_time of the MRIA is less affected by TS, and its identification efficiency is always maintained at a relatively high level, and is always higher than the other algorithms.
In summary, the MRIA is superior to the existing identification methods in both accuracy and efficiency of event identification, and has high feasibility. And from the comparative experimental results of the original datasets and the standardized datasets, the performance of the MRIA is less affected by noise.
VI. CONCLUSION
The real-time identification for data stream events is deeply studied in this paper. Data drift often occurs when data stream propagates in the time domain, so that it can't be directly matched with standardized disaster event template in realtime, which results in the unavailability of identification before the ends of events through traditional methods, and the accuracy of identification is extremely low. Therefore, this paper proposes a multi-stage real-time identification approach for data stream events with drift feature based on dynamic time warping, the MRIA. Firstly, the initial identification domain of data stream events is determined, and an anti-aliasing model based on dynamic time warping is constructed for the drift feature of data stream, realizing the real-time similarity matching between the real-time data and event template. Secondly, a variable sliding window mechanism is introduced to determine the starting position of events, and an optimized matching approach for incremental sequence is proposed to reduce the computational cost of rematching in the process of the matching, and it obtains the identification benchmark of the similarity matching between the real-time data and the event template dynamically by dynamic threshold setting, which can improve the accuracy of matching. On this basis, an event multi-stage real-time identification approach based on identification proportion allocation is proposed, which can obtain the possibilities of events occurrence and the information of final disaster events quickly through the initial real-time identification and the final real-time accurate identification process. The data compression optimization strategy based on the piecewise aggregate approximation approach is proposed to reduce the data scale of real-time matching, which further improves the identification efficiency. And it provides an effective way for real-time identification of data stream events.
